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Abstract: The speedy pace of modification being witnessed globally within the info and

Communication Technology sector likewise because the skyrocketing prices in obtaining
basic education wants met have forced several to hunt for other ways of meeting these

wants. Recent innovations in distance education displayed the pathway to new and
dynamic ways that of learning through Massively Open online Courses (MOOCs) geared

toward providing unlimited participation and open access via the online. Additionally to
the current, the quality of today’s learners and ubiquitousness of smartphones has seen a
surge in analysis focused on ways that of providing contextualized styles of learning that

meet the triad anyplace, anytime, and anyone. To the current impact there are growing
numbers of analysis publications at intervals the ambits of Mobile Native Apps, Mobile
internet Apps, Hybrid Apps and the way they're getting used to facilitate learning. however
with every of those solutions comes the difficulty of quantifiability and the way this may be

overcome to satisfy the ever increasing demands of passionate learners round the globe. In
this paper, we tend to plan to offer a cloud computing resolution for Mobile Learning with
Google App Engine.
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INTRODUCTION

MOOCs, a model for delivering learning content on-line to somebody World Health Organization
desires to require a course, with no limit has been around for a moment currently. However, the
unprecedented growth within the numbers of these taking part in its offerings either as producers
(collaborating Universities and their representative instructors) or shoppers (motivated learners) led to a
rebranding of the year 2012, as “The year of the MOOCs.” This explosive burst has been mostly because of
the increasing prices of upper Education; steep cuts in University funding, and several hungry students
from round the world World Health Organization lack access to elite universities, clasp MOOCs as a path
toward refined skills and high-paying jobs, while not paying tuition or assembling a university degree. In
step with the International Telecommunications Union, the quantity of mobile-cellular subscriptions
worldwide is approaching the quantity of individuals on earth. Mobile cellular subscriptions can reach
nearly seven billion by the tip 2014, love a penetration rate of ninety six. It conjointly means there's
roughly one mobile device for each person on this planet. The itinerant has arguably become the most
scientific discipline device for several these days. Some years past, the foremost necessary use of the
itinerant was for creating and receiving calls yet as text electronic communication. these days from any
convenient location, folks are able to receive and reply email on Yahoo, Hotmail, Gmail, video chat with
friends on Skype, or free voice calls on Viber, text-chat on Whatsapp, share favourite quotes on Twitter,
post photos on Instagram, network on LinkedIn, Facebook, Google+, and also the list goes on. In fact, in
step with, the share of mobile internet browsing for the terribly initial time received a twenty one.6%
slice of all world browsing with a big fraction of this variety being mobile-only users. I.e. people who don't
or terribly seldom use a desktop, portable computer or pill to access the online. With several currently
adopting this medium for content delivery, it's extremely expected that these devices would be used
extensively for delivering structured learning content, period of time peer-to-peer yet as peer-toinstructor collaboration, quizzes, streaming of live video content, survey taking, sharing of assignment
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files, lecture slides and far a lot of. This kind of answer got to be associate degree all-in-one learning
framework that ought to be able to scale handily and be cross-platform compatible. However, there are
well-known limitations with mobile devices like battery life, bandwidth, security, screen sizes, and
transmission interferences.

Additionally to the present the extremely fragmented nature and ever evolving mobile landscape
makes providing such a completely integrated learning approach a true problem requiring important
concerns for the various mobile operational Systems and also the integration of disparate technologies.
During this paper, we have a tendency to proffer a mobile cloud computing answer to those issues
through the utilization of Google App Engine (GAE) conjointly merely called App Engine (AE). The
projected answer for developing mobile learning applications by and for instructional establishments will
plenty of work by liberating up the mobile device resources turning it into a skinny shopper whereas
creating most use of the ability of the cloud. Conjointly it provides numerous tools for period of time
collaboration between peers and instructors, permits video streaming, quiz taking and file sharing. So it's
associate degree all-in-one mobile learning approach with automatic measurability and cross-platform
compatibility.

LITERATURE SURVEY

[1] Massive open online courses (MOOCs) are a recent addition to the range of online learning options.
MOOCs have been run by a variety of public and elite universities, especially in North America. Many
academics have taken interest in MOOCs recognizing the potential to deliver education around the globe
on an unprecedented scale.
This paper seeks to classify academic research relating to MOOCs, based on a systematic review of the
existing peer reviewed MOOC literature. Search techniques for papers related to MOOCs are considered
and a corpus of papers identified, then a grounded research approach is presented from which a
classification of the works emerges.

[2] In this paper, we have a tendency to aimed to guide concerning latest development and studies
concerning student’s performance analysis and Learning Analytics in Massively Open online Courses
(MOOCs) for researchers related with the topics. For this purpose short review for usage of performance
prediction and Learning Analytics in MOOCs is investigated In our study, to assist readers get at home
with our topic, ﬁrstly literature info concerning basic ideas are explained. Then to know feature’s
importance level and their relationships a lot of elaborate, info concerning some papers were provided.
After that, ﬁndings concerning usage of student performance prediction and Learning Analytics in MOOCs
are summarized.

[3] Leading on-line supplier’s area unit currently providing SAS® users with “free” access to content
for learning the way to use and program in SAS. This content is accessible to anyone within the variety of
large open on-line content (or courses) (MOOC). Not solely is all the content offered for “free”, however
it's designed with the gap learner in mind, empowering users to be told employing a versatile and selfdirected approach. As noted on Wikipedia.org, “A MOOC is an internet course, content, or different
resource geared toward unlimited participation associated created on the market in an open access
forum exploitation the online.” This presentation illustrates however anyone will access a wealth of
learning technologies together with comprehensive student notes, teacher lesson plans, active exercises,
Power Points, audio, webinars, and videos.
[4] The development of MOOCs in China has attracted the eye from the govt. to schools and
universities additionally because the society, that is additionally the key of the property development of
MOOCs. During this study, through information investigation, we tend to analyzed the overall state of
affairs of MOOCs, and presents the state of this MOOCs in China. supported the information of fourteen
domestic MOOCs platforms with 1388 courses and a survey of forty-one schools and universities, this
study analyzed the establishments of the course construction, the course set modes, the course
application models, and additionally analyzed the issues like course certificate and credits management.
Finally, from the attitude of the standard assurance system, we tend to designed the property
development of MOOCs in China.

MOBILE LEARNING

A form of micro learning, mobile learning is the process of gaining knowledge in a chosen subject no
matter where you are, who you’re surrounded by or which device you have to hand; it can be undertaken
on your laptop while your partner enjoys their favorite box set or on your smartphone while riding the
bus to work.
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Mobile learning is delivered in bite-sized chunks, making it easy to digest, simple to refer to in the
future and, crucially, addictive.

For mobile learning to be effective, it must lean on modern forms of content that are designed to
engage learners.
Most present day learning systems are built to run on desktop computers which therefore imply that
porting to the mobile platform will require not just a certain degree of customization but rather a
complete redesign of the entire system.

There are two major ways in which learning content designers generally tend to approach the mobile
space; Mobile Native Apps and Mobile Web Apps. Each of this requires a separate approach and do have
their unique advantages as well as disadvantages. Some of the advantages with choosing to develop
mobile native apps include but are not limited to;
•
•
•

A richer more compelling User Experience.
The ability to run offline.
A better “front of the mind” penetration as the app stores provide a certain level of visibility to
app users.
• Native apps are easier to monetize. Google Play provides free, up-front purchase, and in-app
billing options for distribution and monetization of your app. However, there are also downsides
with choosing to develop native apps. They are;
• Native apps are not cross-platform compatible which implies that several versions of the app are
required for the different Operating Systems. This may have a huge effect on cost and time.
• Keeping the apps up-to-date also means that more work will have to be done in terms of
development, testing, and distribution for all the platforms represented in the market. Another
option available as earlier mentioned could be choosing to go the mobile web app route. Mobile
web apps are much simpler to develop than mobile native apps as they require three core
technologies namely; HTML (for structuring of content), CSS (for presentation) and JavaScript (for
interactivity and animation). Mobile web apps unlike native apps are;
• Browser-based and therefore do not depend on the underlying Operating System. Hence making
them platform and device independent.
• It is downloaded from a central server each time it is run hence freeing up the mobile device to act
as a thin client. This also makes updating the app easier since only one update is required and
every device that accesses the application gets the newer version instantly. The user can then
bookmark the URL for repeated use.
• Can also run on the mobile device offline (in cases where HTML 5 is used in its development since
this allows for local storage). With this too there are also certain disadvantages to Mobile Web
apps. This are;
• Mobile browsers are limited compared to desktop browsers.
• They need connection to function.
• Since they generally can’t access on-board hardware and software implies that they can’t take full
advantage of certain services and drivers for example in the area of serious games.
To deal with the above mentioned issues while taking full advantage of the possibilities made
available by the integration of the mobile device and the cloud, several solutions have been proposed in
the extant literature. The authors present general requirements and key technologies to achieve the
vision of mobile cloud computing.

In, the authors make a strong case for Mobile cloud computing as a potential disruptor of the current
traditional educational system while being able to provide mass education for all at very affordable costs.
Gonzalo and Dongman, propose a virtual cloud computing platform using mobile phones. Their solution is
an Ad Hoc cloud computing provider created by using the mobile phones in the vicinity, which allows
them to execute jobs between the devices.
However, the issue of collaboration between learners and the delivery of structured learning content
is not clearly taken care of in their approach. We therefore propose a solution based on Google App
Engine (GAE), Google’s cloud computing platform for developing and hosting web applications. Though a
proprietary platform, GAE takes care of many of the bottlenecks inherent with other Cloud based
platforms while providing a scalable Mobile Learning solution adapted in the Cloud with full integration
to its Google Apps which fosters collaboration.
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TYPES OF MOBILE LEARNING
Different types of M - learning using Google app engine:

Blogs

Blogging has long been a practice on the web for self-publishers, hobby enthusiasts and, more
recently, business marketing departments. Most of us read blogs whenever we’re searching for an answer
to a question, even if we only scan for the relevant information.
Blogs are a fantastic tool for micro learning. Just as with this piece, where we’ve focussed on one
particular area of mobile learning, course material can be broken up into individual blog posts that follow
a similar format.

Video

If you want to capture people’s attention, use video. Still the stickiest form of content on the web,
video is used copiously in mobile learning. Split a large course into individual, short videos (30 seconds is
often ample), and you’ll build an audience that devours whatever it is you’re trying to teach them.

Info Graphics

Imagery is powerful, and the rise of the info graphic proves that it doesn’t have to be of the moving
kind to be captivating.

Typically constructed vertically, info graphics tell stories. They’re a brilliant way to make statistical
information more interesting and visually appealing and in industries such as construction where data is
a key component of learning, info graphics will receive a far better reception than endless Power point
slides of graphs.

Quizzes

The gamification of learning refers to the increasing prevalence of video game-like features in course
material (the ability to ‘level up’, gain points and beat fellow students). Quizzes are a perfect example of
this, and what better way to encourage learning that to introduce a healthy dose of competition between
pupils?

Podcasts

Podcasting has been around for an awfully long time, but it has enjoyed something of a renaissance
recently. You can think of it as traditional radio programming, albeit in a form that can be listened to at
the audiences’ leisure.

In learning, podcasts are treated identically to video; course material is broken up into chunks and
then delivered verbally by one or two presenters. The more the better in fact; if a podcast features a
roundtable discussion over a particular topic and only lasts for around 30 minutes, learners will quickly
be drawn in.

The fabulous thing about mobile learning is that it is accessible to all. Traditional classroom-based
tutoring requires dates in diaries and alternative arrangements to be made for the mass exodus of staff.
With mobile learning, you can pick it up anytime, anywhere and instantly enjoy the benefits of bite-sized
course material.

CLOUD COMPUTING

The goals for Mobile learning will solely be higher accomplished by using the facility of a strong,
economical and ascendable network of resources through what's referred to as Cloud Computing. As this
paper isn't regarding cloud computing in itself however rather the appliance of cloud computing in
mobile learning, we are going to solely bit a trifle bit on a number of the key aspects of cloud computing
and so withdraw into its application within the mobile learning house. Cloud computing will merely be
outlined because the use of process resources (hardware and software) that square measure delivered as
a service over a network [11]. Four sorts additionally referred to as readying models square measure
outlined within the literature;
1.

2.

Non-public Cloud- may be a cloud infrastructure operated just for one organization. The cloud will
be managed either internally or by a third-party and hosted internally or outwardly.
Public Cloud- Provides resources for open use by the overall public. Users pay a monthly bill in
keeping with their utilizing of services.
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3.
4.

Hybrid Cloud- a mix of 2 cloud infrastructures that stay distinctive entities.
Community Cloud- This infrastructure is shared between many organizations from a particular
community. It’s additionally managed internally or by a third-party and hosted internally or
outwardly.
There are 3 service levels related to cloud computing services;

1.

2.

3.

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS):- this can be code that's solely offered on-line. No transfer and install
is required however rather access is formed via an online browser or mobile app. Users not ought
to worry concerning managing, saving, and backing up their files. However, little changes are
often created to the appliance except user application settings outlined by the cloud trafficker.
Security of files within the cloud is additionally taken care of by the seller.
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS):- At this service level the hardware is outsourced. Users then
pay money for power, cooling, networking and even storage.
Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS):- Viewed by some because the most powerful service level of the 3,
the seller takes care of the underlying infrastructure whereas creating offered a whole platform
with that to (build and) host your application(s).

ADVANTAGES

1. Extreme Scalability: Provides extreme measurability, as unlimited range of users will access it.
Google mechanically creates new choices, shares databases and expands the information
measure once required.
2. Server management: No ought to worry concerning server management and configuration. when
the readying of associate application, server aspect management is completed by Google,
therefore all developers ought to do is concentrate on content.
3. Security: Since the apps square measure sandboxed, it implies larger performance,
responsibleness and tight security. Sandbox isolates apps from the underlying package and, thus,
protects them.
4. Access to Google’s Infrastructure: By virtue of the actual fact that GAE is Google’s PaaS, it's access
to Google’s Infrastructures, which incorporates networks, servers, storage, and alternative
services offered to host applications.
5. Multiple programming languages support: GAE supports Java, Python, Go and PHP and conjointly
provides their own SDK. For computer hardware intensive tasks like image manipulation, the Go
surroundings are often used.
6. Cost: No set-up prices needed. Free -up to a particular limit of consumed resources.
7. Simple to Build: internet application development wont to be for skilled developers however
with GAE any novice will place some one thing extremely nice and extremely quick.

DIS-ADVANTAGES

1. Portability: Being a proprietary technology, there's the worry of being tied all the way down to
Google technology. If one decides to depart GAE these days once building a full scale application
porting to a different platform would require an entire plan of the applying from scratch.
2. Not enough programming languages supported: At the instant the languages supported area unit
Java, Python, Go and PHP with the last 2 still in experimental and preview phases severally. There
area unit a number of alternative extremely popular languages that require to be enclosed like
Perl, Ruby, C#, etc.
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3. Level of Access to classification system: Developers have read-only access to File System so not
enough to try to with the exception of what's created on the market by Google.

CONCLUSION

During this paper we've got seen the advantages of GAE as a climbable resolution for mobile learning.
Mobile learners area unit perpetually on the go and then an efficient resolution ought to be one that
permits associate anyplace, anytime and anyone approach to learning. GAE will that because it conjointly
provides cooperative tools through Google Apps for video streaming, file sharing, survey taking, quizzes
and feedback, email, simply to call a couple of. Establishments don’t have to be compelled to worry
concerning server purchase, setup and maintenance as all of this is often already taken care of. They don’t
even have to be compelled to worry conjointly concerning traffic within the case wherever this is often
being employed to serve myriads of learners during a distance learning state of affairs as automatic
quantifiability is bonded through GAE additionally as ninety-nine.95% uptime. This is often associate allin-one resolution which will be enforced with nice success by any establishment that would selected a
cross-platform compatible approach to instructional content delivery through the cloud to mobile
learners.
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